
This month, Microcomputing's 68xx expert reviews a "dynamite" program,

and builds a 48K 6809 system.

68xx Secrets
By Peter A. Stark

When asked to review Dynamite
—a 6809 disassembler program

—I jumped at the chance. The first

step, of course, was to get my sys-

tem to the point where switching

back and forth between the 6800 and
6809 processor boards would be

easy. Little did I know what that

would lead to!

The review of Dynamite turned out

to be the last thing done, but I'll cover

that first.

Dynamite is a superb disassembler

program being marketed by the Com-
puter Systems Center (13461 Olive

Blvd., Chesterfield, MO 63017). Al-

though it runs on a 6809 and requires

the FLEX 9 disk operating system

and a minimun of 24K bytes of pro-

grammable random-access memory
(RAM), it can disassemble both 6800

and 6809 code.

Using the word superb to describe

it is not an exaggeration. In quite

a bit of use, it has proven to be invalu-

able and, despite much effort, I can

think of little I'd change on it if I had

my way.
Essentially, a disassembler is a pro-

gram which takes a machine-lan-

guage program and translates it into

assembly language. Several other

68xx disassemblers are available,

dating all the way back to the SWTP
Desembler, and a Motorola disas-

sembler before that. Dynamite is

thus not the first, but it definitely has

some features that put it in a class of

its own.

Unlike earlier disassemblers that

work on a machine-language pro-

gram in memory, Dynamite takes

machine code from a disk file. This
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has several advantages. It's not nec-

essary to load the program first, and

worry about whether it will conflict

with the disassembler itself. A more
visible advantage is that you don't

have to even know the starting and
ending addresses of the program be-

ing disassembled. Even if it is split up
into several segments which lie in dif-

ferent places, Dynamite will insert

the appropriate ORG statements into

the assembly code, and will not disas-

semble locations that are not part of

the program.

(It is possible to disassemble just

part of a disk file. This is useful if you
need to work on a certain segment of

a program—I/O, for example, or

when the program is too large for the

assembly listing to fit on one disk.)

Dynamite can produce a printed

disassembled listing (which includes

both the machine code as well as the

assembly-language code in the same
format as would be produced by an

assembler), or it can write just the as-

sembly-language code to another

disk file. This code is in the right for-

mat so it can immediately be reas-

sembled. I tried it out on several long

system programs, to see whether, if I

disassembled with Dynamite and
then reassembled its output, I would
get the same machine-language pro-

gram. In each case, that's exactly

what I got. It's obviously not very

useful, but it is a good test to make
sure Dynamite works.

The foregoing are simply the basics

that any good disassembler should

do. But Dynamite has some addition-

al features.

First, a typical machine-language

program does not contain only in-

structions. Buried among the instruc-

tions may be ASCII text, data or ad-

dress pointers. Since no disassembler

can be intelligent enough to find

these by itself, there must be some
way of manually identifying and

specifying them.

If you have a printed program list-

ing of what you're disassembling,

then it's a simple (though perhaps

lengthy) matter to go through it and

identify each portion. Lacking that,

Dynamite can help. By invoking an

optional ASCII printout (in which

Dynamite converts all printable

codes into their ASCII characters and

prints them), it is easy to find text

strings in the code. Since Dynamite
converts all unrecognizable instruc-

tions into FCB statements automati-

cally, this is a good beginning. By let-

ting Dynamite go through the ma-

chine-language program several

times, displaying the result on the ter-

minal, you can visually identify most

data and text areas and separate them
from pure code.

Once program and data areas are

identified, you must tell Dynamite

what they are. This information can

be entered directly from the key-

board, or can be stored in a command
file. Direct keyboard entry is more
convenient and faster, but really only

useful for short programs. When dis-

assembling long programs, it is far

more convenient to store this infor-

mation as a separate command file,

which is read by Dynamite during
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disassembly. This latter approach
is especially convenient when mak-
ing multiple passes through a strange

program. As each pass uncovers more
data and text areas, you simply add
them to the command file without re-

typing information already there.

Dynamite command files are text

files that look like this:

A 2010-2022

B 2044-2046

L 2100-2101

W 2200-2213

The letters identify the type of data—
A for ASCII, B for byte, L for label

andW for two-byte (word) data—and
are followed by the address range.

For example, the above example
specifies that locations 2010 through
2022 contain ASCII text.

A typical calling sequence to start

Dynamite looks like

+ + + DYNAMITE INFILE OUTFILE
+OPTIONS +COMMAND-FILE
which contains the disk file names of

the machine-language code input file,

as well as the assembly-language out-

put file, if any, a list of options, and
the name of the command text file.

Possible options include printing of

ASCII codes, prompting for com-
mands from the keyboard, writing to

the disk or a printer, generating line

numbers or paginating, disassem-

bling just a segment of a program,
disassembling 6800 or 6809 code and
using alternate disk drives.

An even more interesting aspect of

Dynamite is how it handles the gen-

eration of labels. Whenever disas-

sembling a machine-language pro-

gram into assembly language, you
must insert labels into the resulting

assembly code. Dynamite does this

by generating dummy labels which
consist of the letter L followed by the

address of that label in the original

program; for example, LE1D1 would
be the label assigned to location EID 1

hexadecimal. This makes it easy to

find these labels in an assembly
listing.

But many locations already have
standardized labels. For example,

most 6800 users will recognize E1D1
as being the address of OUTEEE in

the monitor. Dynamite is smart
enough to know that too!

In addition to reading a command
file from disk, Dynamite can also

read label files. A label file is a file

that tells Dynamite what labels to as-

sign to specific locations.

Dynamite is supplied with five la-

bel files: DISLBL00, DISLBL09,
SBUGLBL, SWTBGLBL and

B 0050-0 1FF A 027D-027E L 02EA-02EB B 034A-034A
A 0214-021A L 027F-0280 A 02EC-02F3 A 034B-0354
L 021B-021C A 0281-0287 L 02F4-02F5 A 044C-044D
A 021D-021E L 0288-0289 A 02F6-02F7 A 0458-045E
L 021F-0220 A 028A-028B L 02F8-02F9 A 0464-0470
A 0221-0227 L 028C-028D A 02FA-02FE A 0476-0482
L 0228-0229 A 028E-0291 L 02FF-0300 A 0946-0948
A 022A-022B L 0292-0293 A 0301-0304 L 0949-094A
L 022C-022D A 0294-0298 L 0305-0306 A 094B-094E
A 022E-0234 L 0299-029A A 0307-030B L 094F-0950
L 0235-0236 A 029B-029D L 030C-030D B 0951-0952
A 0237-023B L 029E-029F A 030E-030F L 0953-0954
L 023C-023D A 02A0-02A4 L 0310-0311 B 0955-0955
A 023E-0240 L 02A5-02A6 A 0312-0315 A 0982-0988
L 0241-0242 A 02A7-02AE L 0316-0317 A 0A31-0A47
A 0243-0244 L 02AF-02B0 A 0318-031B A 0BF2-0C07
L 0245-0246 A 02B1-02B3 L 031C-031D A 0C77-0C86
A 0247-024D L 02B4-02B5 A 031E-031F A 0D7F-0DCA
L 024E-024F A 02B6-02B7 L 0320-0321 A 0FCA-0FD3
A 0250-0251 L 02B8-02B9 A 0322-0328 A 10B4-10CF
L 0252-0253 A 02BA-02C1 L 0329-032A A 1241-1244
A 0254-025A L 02C2-02C3 A 032B-032C L 1245-1246
L 025B-025C A 02C4-02C5 L 032D-032E A 1247-124B
A 025D-0260 L 02C6-02C7 A 032F-0334 L 124C-124D
L 0261-0262 A 02C8-02CD L 0335-0336 A 124E-1251
A 0263-0267 L 02CE-02CF A 0337-0338 L 1252-1253
L 0268-0269 A 02D0-02D1 L 0339-033A A 1254-1258
A 026A-026B L 02D2-02D3 A 033B-033C L 1259-125A
L 026C-026D A 02D4-02D8 L 033D-033E B 125B-125B
A 026E-0271 L 02D9-02DA A 033F-0343 A 1511-1525
L 0272-0273 A 02DB-02E3 L 0344-0345 A 17EF-1859
A 0274-027A L 02E4-02E5 A 0346-0347 B 185A-19DA
L 027B-027C A 02E6-02E9 L 0348-0349

Listing 1. .Dynamite command file for disassembling the MiniFlex editor.

MFLEXLBL. These contain, respec-

tively, the labels for 6800 FLEX, 6809
FLEX, SBUG, SWTBUG and 6800
MiniFLEX. (FLEX, UNIFLEX and
MiniFLEX are registered trademarks
of Technical Systems Consultants,

and SBUG and SWTBUG are regis-

tered trademarks of Southwest Tech-
nical Products Corp.) These label

files are remarkably complete, and
even include some data not common-
ly known.
Using these label files, Dynamite

produces a very readable assembly
listing. But there is more—it is easy to

write your own label file, which can
then either be appended to one of the

predefined label files, or can be used
in addition to it. Thus it is possible to

produce an assembly-language file

which is full of meaningful labels,

and do it fairly simply. With other
disassemblers, this can only be
achieved by fairly lengthy editing of

the resulting assembly code.

My only complaint about Dyna-
mite has to do with its label files. To
make it easy for Dynamite to read the

file, label files are written as assem-
bly-language files and then assem-
bled. For example, a typical label file

might begin as

FCC INEEE'
FDB $E1AC
FCC OUTEEE'
FDB $E1D1

and would then have to be assembled
into a .BIN file before Dynamite can
use it. It would be nice if Dynamite
could use the text file as is without
the extra assembly. But that is just a
minor inconvenience. Other than
that, Dynamite is superb.

Dynamite Example
Because Dynamite can disassem-

ble 6800 as well as 6809 code, it

seemed useful to try it out on a real

practical job—converting the Mini-
FLEX version of TSCs text editor to

run under FLEX 9 on a 6809. The
decision to convert a MiniFLEX edi-

tor to FLEX 9, rather than starting

with a FLEX 2 editor, was made since

it seemed to be more of a test of

Dynamite. It worked out well, but in

the process I discovered that it really

wasn't so easy and practical after all.

Though Dynamite did a great job dis-

assembling the editor, an editor was
needed to edit the resulting assembly
code before it could be reassembled
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for the 6809. And if you already have

a 6809 editor, then there isn't much
need to convert one from the 6800.

Nevertheless, the procedure for do-

ing a typical conversion goes like this:

Since Dynamite runs on a 6809, the

first step is to get the program to be

converted onto a disk that Dynamite
can read on the 6809. There are sev-

eral ways to do this. One is to load it

into memory on a 6800 system, dump
it out to cassette, read that cassette in-

to a 6809 system and save it on tape.

If the 6800 and 6809 systems are near

each other, their RS-232C ports can be

connected, and the cassette com-
mands used to transfer from one to

the other. A third way is to transfer

the program from a MiniFLEX disk

to a FLEX 2 disk on the 6800, result-

ing in a disk that can be read on the

6809. Finally, it is possible to write a

utility for reading MiniFLEX disks on

a 6809.

Once the program is on a 6809 disk,

it is time to do a few disassemblies

and identify data areas. Listing 1 is

the resulting command table I came
up with for the MiniFLEX editor.

Normally, an editor would be used to

prepare this file, though it is possible

COMMODORE:
VIC 20 color computer
RF Modulator
VIC record* r

6 recreational cassettes
Total

HOLIDAY SPECIAL!

4016 PET, 16K
8 3 2 CB M, 32K
8 09 6 C BM, 96K
Super PET, 96 K
2 3 1 s ingle drive, 1 70 K
4040 dual drive, 343K
8050 dual drive, 974K
4022 tractor printer

299.95
29.95
74.95
59.70

464.55

369.95

7 9 9
1 ,19 9

.Jl ,599
1, 6 9 9

5 5 9

1 ,029
1 ,399

6 4 9

ATARI-

4 00
80
8 1

8 1 5
8 2

8 2 5

8 3
8 5

computer, 16K
computer, 16K
single drive, 8 8 K

dual drive, 320K
40 column printer
8 col umn printer
modem
interface module

34 9
7 3 9
4 3 9
,12 9
2 7 9
699
1 4 9
15 9

MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND

HAPPY NEW YEAR

HUB
arehouse

. ^260

3620 La Habra Way
Sacramento. Ca 95825
(916) 486-3678

Call or write tor price list with comparable savings
on a lull line o( microcomputer peripherals and
accessories Master Charge/Visa welcome We pay
freight (continental US only)on prepaid orders Allow
2 weeks for personal checks

Prices subject to change without notice

to use the BUILD utility if you type

well enough.
The next step is to use Dynamite to

disassemble the code, resulting in an
assembly-language file on a 6809

FLEX 9 disk. This file must now be

edited so it can be reassembled into

the correct code.

When converting the editor itself,

this turns out to be a problem that has

both obvious and not-so-obvious

solutions. (A year ago, when I pre-

dicted that converting to a 6809
would cost a lot of money for soft-

ware, one irate reader complained

about my negative attitude, and in-

sisted that he had no problem con-

verting all of his disk software from a

6800 to a 6809. Wonder how he

solved this one!)

The editing involved several items.

First, all DOS references had to be

changed to their new addresses. (See

Listing 2 for a cross-reference list of

commonly-used locations in various

DOS implementations.)

For the benefit of anyone trying to

repeat this particular conversion,

several references to the 6800 moni-

tor also had to be changed. This in-

volved changing an A048 hexadeci-

mal to CC16, E1D1 to CDOF, and

ElAC to CD09. Another change in-

volved changing a BEQ instruction to

LBEQ (in line 2682 if you use the

same command file). Since the 6809

code is slightly longer, the branch in

the 6809 code was too long for the

standard BEQ instruction. Another

change involved changing a line

which read CPX #LINBUF to read

CPX #$C000, so as to avoid potential

problems with the machine stack.

The last change required lengthen-

ing the read and write FCB buffers

from the 192 bytes used in MiniFLEX

to the 320 bytes used in FLEX 9. In

my case, the obvious places were to

LINBUF 7000 A080 C080 PRTDVC AC39 CC39

TTYBS 7080 AC00 ccoo PINIT ACC0 ccco

TTYDEL 7081 AC01 CC01 PCHK ACD8 CCD8

TTYE0L 7082 AC02 CC02 POUT ACE4 CCE4

TTYDP 7083 AC03 CC03 COLDS 7100 AD00 CDOO

TTYWD 7084 AC04 CC04 WARMS 7103 AD03 CD03

TTYNL 7085 AC05 CC05 RENTER 7106 AD06 CD06

TTYTB 7086 AC06 CC06 INCH 7109 AD09 CD09

TTYBE AC07 CC07 INCH2 ADOC CD0C

TTYEJ 7088 AC08 CC08 0UTCH 710C ADOF CDOF

TTYPS 7089 AC09 CC09 0UTCH2 7136 AD12 CD12

TTYESC 708A AC0A CC0A GETCHR 710F AD15 CD15

SYSDRV 708B AC0B CC0B PUTCHR 7112 AD18 CD1&

WRKDRV 708C AC0C ccoc INBUFF 7115 AD1B CD1B

SYSMTH AC0E CC0E PSTRNG 7118 AD1E CD1E

SYSDAY AC0F CC0F CLASS 711B AD21 CD21

SYSYR AC10 CC10 PCRLF 711E AD24 CD24

LSTTRM 7091 AC11 CC11 NXTCH 7121 AD27 CD27

UCMDTB 7092 AC12 CC12 RSTRI0 7124 AD2A CD2A

LINPTR 7094 AC14 CC14 GETFIL 7127 AD2D CD2D

ESCRET 7096 AC16 CC16 LOAD 712A AD30 CD30

CURCHR AC18 CC18 SETEXT 712D AD33 CD33

PRVCHR 709A AC19 CC19 ADDBX 7130 AD36 CD36

CURLIN 709B AC1A CC1A 0UTDEC 7133 AD39 CD39

LDR0FF 709C AC1B CC1B 0UTHEX 7139 AD3C CD3C

XFERFG 709E AC1D CC1D RPTERR 713C AD3F CD3F

XFERAD 709F AC1E CC1E GETHEX 71 3F AD42 CD42

ERRTYP 70A2 AC20 CC20 0UTADR AD45 CD45

SPECI0 AC21 CC21 INDEC AD48 CD48

0UTSW 70A3 AC22 CC22 D0CMND 7142 AD4B CD4B

INSW AC23 CC23 STAT AD4E CD4E

0UTFIL AC2U CC24 SYSFCB 7740 A840 C840

INFIL AC26 CC26 FMSINT 7800 B400 D400

CMDFLG 70A5 AC28 CC28 FMSCLS 7803 B403 D403

CURCLM 70A6 AC29 CC29 FMS 7806 B406 D406

MEMEND AC2B CC2B BASFCB 7809 B409 D409

ERRVEC AC2D CC2D CURFCB 780B B40B D40B

FILEK0 AC2F CC2F VRFYFG 782D B435 D435

CPUTYP AC33 CC33 TTYDPX 7087

PRTADR AC35 CC35 ACIAFG 70A1

PRTLNG AC37 CC37

Listing 2. DOS addresses for MiniFlex, Flex 2.0 and Flex 9.
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WeHave It!
SUPERBRAIN

ft

64K Double or Quad Density units available. Uses
two Z-80 CPUs. Commercial-type terminal with

12" monitor. Dual double density minifloppies.

Over 350 kilobytes of storage (twice that with quad
density drives). Two serial RS232 ports, I/O ports

standard. Comes with CP/Mtm 2.2 operating sys-

tem. MiniMicroMart can supply a wide range of

CP/M development and application software.

W/64K Double Density, List $3495 . . $2869
w/64K Quad Density. List $3995 $3395

Whnt HEWLETT
mLHM PACKARD

HP-41CV
$259S8»f

HP-41C
$189

<s£>HP-125 $3149
r*3 Cromemco

System Two. S3

TgfttrH

<*«sw«^"

data
systems

Z1 9 Video Terminal
List $995

Lwiutfe* ti*n*

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
All prices subject to change and all offers subiect to withdrawal

without notice Advertised prices are for prepaid orders.

Mini MicroMart, Inc.
943 W.Genesee St. ^304

Syracuse, NY. 13204
13151422-4467
TWX 71 0-541 -0431
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add an RMB 128 just before labels

L191A and again just before the $0D
that is just above L19DB. A not so ob-

vious change (which took a while to

find) was to change a STA 192,X in-

struction to STA 320,X in the middle

of the program.

And then it worked!
Disassembling an editor and then

converting it to run on the 6809 is not

really practical, but is at least feasi-

ble. But other jobs are not so feasible.

For example, it would be very diffi-

cult to convert the 6800 assembler to

run on the 6809 and produce 6809

code. Likewise, converting 6800

FLEX into 6809 FLEX, or converting

TSC 6800 BASIC to the 6809 would
be well-nigh impossible.

In other words, Dynamite is not the

solution to the high software cost of

upgrading from a 6800 to a 6809. But

it is a good starting point, especially

these days when so few software ven-

dors provide the source code for their

products.

Connector Problems Lead to a
Separate 6809 System

Though it is possible to plug both

the 6800 and the 6809 microproces-

sor boards into the system at the

same time and switch them in and
out by adding some logic circuitry, I

decided to switch back and forth be-

tween the two processors by plugging

and unplugging the boards. Every-

thing worked just fine for a while, but

soon I found my system becoming

very unreliable. Sometimes it would
work with one board and not the

other; other times it wouldn't work
with either.

After many hours of troubleshoot-

ing—and some lost data and pro-

grams—I narrowed it down to a con-

nector problem. There was quite a bit

of corrosion on the motherboard con-

nectors and the system board connec-

tors. With the continued plugging

and unplugging of boards, this corro-

sion was being loosened, and was
finding its way between contacts. I

had been warned about this problem
by Harold Mauch, the president of

Percom Data Company, over two
years ago, but never really expected

to get it. What to do?
Mauch' s solution was to clean the

contacts with a Pink Pearl eraser at

periodic intervals. While this

worked, others suggested that per-

haps isopropyl alcohol on a piece of

cloth was safer. I ultimately went to

the alcohol, with a cloth used on the

male contacts of the motherboard,

and a pipe cleaner used on the female
contacts of the plug-in boards. I have
also tried a freon aerosol spray; while

this seems to work just as well, it is

much more expensive. (I spoke with

the representatives of the connector

manufacturer at a recent trade show,
but they weren't able to offer any
suggestions.)

Some manufacturers try to avoid

the problem by using gold-plated

connectors rather than the tin-plate

used by SWTP. While this is un-

doubtedly the better way, it is expen-

sive (the additional cost of gold con-

nectors over tin adds at least $100 to

$200 to the cost of an entire system).

Moreover, if boards will be plugged

and unplugged often, then the very

thin gold coating is likely to be worn
off quite quickly. It is also not a good

idea to mix the two kinds of connec-

tors—having gold-plated cards
plugged into tin-plated connectors on
the motherboard, for instance.

SWTP has recently been shipping

their systems with a lubricant on the

connector pins. I have not been able

to find out what that is, but am on the

trail of another solution.

Connector corrosion is obviously a

problem not just in SS-50 systems.

For example, Motorola has run into

that problem on their commercial
two-way radios, and has just intro-

duced a service kit consisting of a

contact cleaner and lubricant for

cleaning their tin-plated connectors. I

have one on order, and will try it out.

(Readers in the two-way radio busi-

ness may want to read Motorola Ser-

vice and Repair Note 908; their part

numbers are 11-82346D01 for the

freon cleaner and 11-80344A80 for

the lubricant.

The problem with all of these solu-

tions, of course, is that trying the

wrong chemical may make the prob-

lem much worse.

Since connector problems are

greatly worsened by plugging and

unplugging boards, I decided that

this had to be avoided. While I could

have set up a switching scheme so

both boards could stay plugged in to-

gether, this conflicted with some
other plans, and so I decided to sim-

ply put some of my extra boards to

use by building a separate 6809

system.

Rack-Mounting an S-50 System

While a simple system can easily

occupy the top of a table or work-

bench, a more complex system can

take up a lot of room. I therefore de-
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Photo 1. SWTP motherboard and a slightly modified power supply fit inside the drawer I chose with room

to spare.

cided to mount my system in a rack.

Metal racks are commonly used to

hold electronic equipment in indus-

try. A typical rack is slightly over 20
inches wide, and about as deep. The
height may vary from ten inches for a

desk-mount cabinet, to as high as

seven or eight feet. The front of the

rack is generally open, and a pair of

rails along each side contains screw-

holes for mounting panels, drawers
or other system components. Front

OHIO SCIENTIFIC

THE WIZARD'S CITY —
search for gold in the dun-
geons beneath the Wizard's
city or in the surrounding
forest. A dynamic adventure
allowing progress in strength
and experience. All OSI —
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OSI HARDWARE 15% OFF
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GALACTIC EMPIRE — a strat-

egy game of interstellar con-
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C8P cassette $12.95, disk
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AIR TRAFFIC ADVENTURE —
a real time air traffic simula-
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Plus S-FORTH, FAILSAFE
+ 2, RPV CONTROL, ADVEN-
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panels are mostly 19 inches wide,

and hence the rack is often called a

19-inch rack.

As shown in Photos 1 and 2, the

system is mounted in a pull-out

drawer (from Premier Metal Prod-

ucts Company, 381 Canal Place,

Bronx, NY 10451), which measures
16 by 16 inches, and is a perfect fit for

my SWTP motherboard and power
supply. I used lOVi-inch-high
drawers (model TDR- 1014) for each

system, and a seven-inch-high
drawer (model TDR-719) for an extra

power supply.

Accessories such as disk drives are

mounted on slide-out shelves (model

TWS-319). The drawers and shelves

are mounted on metal slides and can

be slid completely out the front of the

rack, so it is easy to work on any part

of the system. The only problem has

been with an occasional wire getting

stuck in the back as a drawer or shelf

is pulled out.

I keep the front of the drawer open
slightly to allow heat to escape, but a

fan may eventually be needed.

Heat Dissipation of

Static Memory Boards

Since I needed memory for my
6809 system, I purchased the new
32K byte static-memory board kit

from Digital Research Computers of

Texas (PO Box 401565, Garland, TX
75040). Although this board is avail-

able in kit form or wired, I chose the

board plus support integrated circuits

(ICs) plus sockets approach; at $90.95

for a complete kit which includes

everything except the memory chips

themselves, this is an excellent buy.

The board uses 64 type 21 14L RAM
ICs; Digital Research specifies that

these must be low power, and here is

where I ran into some difficulties. I

soon discovered that not all low-pow-
er ICs are the same.

I bought 64 ICs at $2.98 each from
Active Electronics. The total power
drain for the board with 32K of RAM
installed is about 2.8 amperes, and
the board runs quite warm. Although
it is perfectly suitable for a cabinet

with an open top, such as my original

SWTP box, it is too warm for my un-

ventilated rack.

I subsequently discovered that

even lower-power 21 14 ICs are avail-

able. For example, Gimix uses Japa-

nese 2114L RAM memories in their

32K static board, and that board takes

under 2 amperes as opposed to my
2.8 amperes. This makes a big differ-

ence on a board where the memory
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chips are so close to each other as to

almost touch. (With Gimix now sell-

ing their ICs at a very attractive price,

this would have been a very good
combination.)

The Digital Research board itself is

of excellent quality, with silk-screen-

ing and extended addressing options.

Given the right low power ICs, it is

an excellent way of providing
economical static memory for a sys-

tem. In my case, though, I did not

have sufficiently low power ICs for

my closed, unventilated cabinet.

Rather than switch all 64 ICs, I

switched to a different memory
board—the 64K byte dynamic RAM
board from Boaz Co. (Box 18081, San

Jose, CA 95158). Though this board is

somewhat more expensive (ranging

from $80 for a bare board to $250 for

an assembled board without the dy-

namic RAM ICs), the memory chips

themselves are cheaper. This board
uses the same 4116 (16K by 1 bit)

chips as used in the TRS-80, Apple
and many other systems. Current

prices of 16K upgrades for these com-
puters are as low as $17, with the re-

sult that even 64K of RAM chips cost

under $70.

This board has solved my prob-

lems. Even with 64K of RAM in-

stalled (though not all is switched in

due to address conflicts with the

monitor and I/O) the board runs

much cooler than any static memory,
with the possible exception of the

new static RAMs such as are avail-

able for Gimix.

SWTP MP-09 CPU
Board Modifications

The next step was to modify my
HUMBUG monitor to allow it to run
on the 6809, so that I could have all

the functions I had on my 6800. More
problems.

My 6809 HUMBUG occupies two
2716 (erasable-programmable read-

only memory) (EPROM) chips and
has some very useful debugging and
troubleshooting commands. Unfortu-

nately, it didn't always work. It

worked in one processor board, but
not in another. Neither board worked
in a different system. And some
2716s worked, others did not. Not
knowing whether the problem was
with my hardware or software, I ob-

viously suspected the software. But

that did not seem to lead anywhere,

Photo 2. Mounting the 6809 system in a stan-

dard 19-inch rack provides a compact and neat

installation.

so I eventually transferred SWTP's
SBUG monitor into a 2716, and that

also didn't work.

I eventually decided that the SWTP

SPECIAL-This month only!!
(Please mention this ad when ordering.)

EHS SOFTWARE
PET MAE $169.95
(Read the rave reviews about this Disk-based Macro Assembler
Text Editor.)

Graphics Drawing Compiler with purchase of MAE. . . $ 10.00

APPLE and ATARI MAE . . $169.95
Similar features as PET MAE. (Free — either 10 diskettes or

Mini-Flex diskette file case.)

PET Macro Assembler/Editor and Graphics Drawing Compiler.

Both for $ 55.00

Cassette Rabbit for 3.0 Rom PET Computers. High-speed cassette

I/O. Load and save an 8K program from your cassette deck in

approximately 30 seconds versus almost 3 minutes without
Rabbit. Specify memory $ 19.95

Rom version of Rabbit for 3.0, 4.0 or 8032 $ 49.95

TRAP 65 — Use this device to intercept unimplimented opcodes
and even expand the 6502's instruction set. For practically any
6502 microcomputer. Super Special $112.50

EPROM Board for ATARI Computers. Plugs into slot A or B and
can accept 2716, 2516. 2532, 2732 type EPROMS. Half the

price that ATARI gets for theirs $ 19.95

RIBBONS — Ribbon Cartridges for Starwriter, Diablo, etc.

Mylar $5.00 Cloth $6.00.

Send mailing label and two 184 stamps for free EHS Gazette.

Write for our catalog and spec sheets on our products.

EHS HARDWARE
PEDISK (by CGRS) disk drive $550.00
For COMMODORE computers. The most cost effective way to

add a disk. MAE will be available for PEDISK Soon.

VIC Color Computer $265.00

ATARI 400 16K memory $345.00

ATARI 800 16K memory $779.00

EPROM programmer for PET Computers
(The Branding Iron) $ 75.00
Includes Hardware and Software for programming 27 16 and 2532
EPROMS.

2532 EPROM $ 18.00
4K byte EPROM. Use them in PET/APPLE/ATARI/SYM

Starwriter 25 cps printer with tractors. CBM = $1690.00.
APPLE = $1645.00 (parallel). $1700.00 (RS232)

Universal Data System Modem direct connect 300 baud ORG/
ANS $169.00

with auto answer $199.00

1200 baud $259.00

ACCESSORIES
— Syncom or Memorex

5-1/4" diskettes 10 for $27.50

— Mini-Flex diskette file case

holds 50 -5-1/4" diskettes $24.95

Call for prices on Zenith and Super Brain Computers and whatever else you need.

Eastern House Software ^300

3239 Linda Drive

Winston-Salem, N.C. 27106 U.S.A.

(Please add sufficient Funds for Postage.)

PHONE ORDERS
(919) 924-2889
(919) 748-8446
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MP-09A CPU board just did not like

2716 EPROMs. A conversation with
the folks at Gimix (who have a re-

markable knowledge of not just their

own, but also their competitors',

hardware) confirmed that I was right.

Most 2716s are specified as having
an access time of 450 nanoseconds
(ns). This means that the 2716 must
receive its address and chip select

inputs at least 450 ns before its data

output is needed, because that's how
long it takes to access a specific

location.

In the MP-09A board, one memory
cycle is 1000 ns long. The address is

supplied to the 2716 at the beginning

of the cycle, and the data is needed at

the end of the cycle. Hence the ad-

dress is supplied in time. But the chip

select (which is a low pulse applied to

pin 18 of the 2716) is not applied until

about halfway through the cycle,

leaving the 2716 about 400 to 500 ns

to finish its job. This is just barely

enough time, as most commonly
available 2716 EPROMs are specified

for an access time of 450 ns. Such a

2716 will occasionally output the

wrong data. (Now I finally under-

stood the comment in the SBUG

manual that when SBUG was burned
into a 2716, the system could not run
faster than a 1 MHz clock speed.)

There are several solutions, such as

slowing down the system clock,

lengthening clock pulses during
ROM accesses and so on. An obvious
answer is to use a faster 2716
EPROM. The 2716 is available in

450, 350 and 250 ns access times. The
350 ns part works in almost all cases,

though the 250 ns part may have a

somewhat greater safety factor. The
disadvantage is that these faster

EPROMs are more expensive, and
difficult to get. I called a dozen sup-

pliers who advertise 2716s in the

popular magazines, and not one had
anything faster than 450 ns.

The correct, though not necessarily

simplest, solution is to fix the 2716
timing problem. This involves cut-

ting the printed circuit board trace

which leads to pin 18 of each 2716
socket, and grounding pin 18 to keep
the 2716 selected at all times; this

works since the same select signal

also goes to the OE pin (pin 20) of the

2716, and this pin takes over the

selection job; it does not have the

same delay as pin 18 does.

Unfortunately, the trace which
needs cutting is under the 2716

socket. In my case, the sockets were
open in the center and so a thin knife

reached the trace; in some cases it

may be better to bend pin 18 so it

does not go into its socket, and
ground it through a separate jumper.

MP-R Programmer Notes

The MP-R programmer is normally

supplied with a cassette that contains

6800 software. New EPROM pro-

grammers are supplied with SWTP
Application Notice AN- 109, which
mentions that READPROM and
WRITPROM utilities, which read

and program 2716 EPROMs under
FLEX 9, are available, along with

FLEX 9, from SWTP for $10.

READPROM and WRITPROM es-

sentially transfer data from disk to

EPROM or vice versa. They are not

nearly as versatile as the original

6800 program, which allowed a 2716
to be verified, or which allowed par-

tial programming. There is a need for

someone to develop better program-
mer software, especially for those

people who are using 6809 systems

without FLEX 9.

Z FORTH IN ROM by Tom Zimmer
5 to 10 times faster than Basic Once you use it, you'll

never go back to basic 1

source listing add

OSI FIG-FORTH True fig forth model for 0S65D with fig editor
named files, string package 4 much more

TINY PASCAL Operates in fig forth, an exceptional value
when purchased with forth
TINY PASCAL & documentation
FORTH & TINY PASCAL

SPACE INVADERS 100% machine code for all systems with
64 chr video Full color & sound on C2, 4P & 8P systems The
fastest arcade program available

PROGRAMMABLE CHARACTER GENERATOR
Use OSI s graphics or make a complete set of your own! Easy
to use. comes assembled & tested
2 Mhz boards

PROGRAMMABLE SOUNO BOARD
Complete sound system featuring the AY 3-8910 sound chip.
Bare boards available

32/64 CHARACTER VIDEO MODIFICATION
Oldest and most popular video mod True 32 chr C1P, or 32/64
chr C4P video display Also adds many other options

ROMS!!!
Augment Video Mod with our Roms Full screen editing, print

at selectable scroll, and many more features
Basic 4 & Monitor
Basic 3
All 3 for

65D DISASSEMBLY MANUAL, by Software Consultants
First class throughout A must for any 65D user

$ 75.00

$ 20.00

$ 45.00

$ 45.00

$ 65 00

$ 9.95

$ 99 95

$109.95

$ 74.95

$ 2995

$ 3995

$ 44 95
$ 15 95
$ 59 95

$ 2595

NUMEROUS BASIC PROGRAMS, UTILITY PROGRAMS AND GAMES
ALONG WITH HARDWARE PROJECTS ALL PRICES ARE U S FUNDS
Send for our $1 50 catalogue with free program (hardcopy) Memory Map and
Auto Load Routine

IHAHCt

2C H
OSI Software & Hardware ^202
3336 Avondale Court
Windsor. Ontario, Canada N9E 1X6
(519) 969 2500

3486 Countryside Circle

Pontiac Township, Michigan 48057

(313) 373-0468

_

SOFTWARE - HARDWARE - SUPPLIES - DISCOUNT PRICES

SuperCalc TM

• • • • • * • • m

Accountants, planners, engineers,

and business owners have found
SuperCalc invaluable for day-to-

day "what if" questions, as well

as "now what?" for those times
when the unexpected occurs. All

It takes Is a second to enter the
new figure in the appropriate col-

umn, and SuperCalc automatical-
ly calculates the rest of the
spreadsheet.

Another feature that makes
SuperCalc special Is the error

messsge display. Down in the
lower right corner of your screen
you'll see a message that lets you
know where the error occurred.
So you can immediately correct It

and proceed with your analysis.

You can produce a report from
your spreadsheet simply by ac-

tivating the output command se-

quence.

SuperCalc's editing capabilities

are more powerful than other

packages.

Pencils, paper, and a calculator

have been replaced. SuperCaVc
and your CP/M computer bt% now
the tools of the successful deci-

sion maker.

SuperCalc Is the trademark of

Sorcim Corporation.

• • • • • •

•T MAKER
•MICROPLAN
• WORDSTAR
•TARGET

TO ORDER,
CALL NOW

s229
s399
sat4
•149

Prompt Delivery.

169 _ME*!_

LARGEST
SELECTION OF

CP/M' SOFTWARE
IN U.S.A.

CP/MR is a
registered trademark
of Digital Research,
Inc.

STANDARD SOFTWARI
10 MAZZEO DRIVE. RANDOLPH, MA 02366

(617) 963-7220
^ 194

SOFTWARE - HARDWARE - SUPPLIES - DISCOUNT PRICES
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6809 FLEX Versions

Although FLEX is a product of

Technical Systems Consultants, sev-

eral hardware manufacturers have
licenses to modify it for their systems

and sell the modified versions.

Although the terms of the license

agreements specify that the modifica-

tions must be such that the modified

systems must still be able to read and
write standard unmodified disks and
run standard software (such as TSC
BASIC), the modified versions of

FLEX will generally only run on the

equipment they are designed for.

The two biggest FLEX licensees

are probably SWTP and Gimix.

SWTP modifications to FLEX con-

centrate mainly on making it com-

patible with all the various SWTP
6809 mainframes.
At present three different SWTP

6809 system configurations are

supported:

The /09 system is generally a 6800
system with an MP-B or MP-B2
motherboard, which has been con-

verted by the installation of an MP-09
board. Since this configuration uses

the 6800-style motherboard (with

modifications to move I/O from ad-

dress 8000 (hexadecimal) to E000),

I/O ports use four addresses per slot.

Older, 6800-style I/O boards are used

including the MP-S and MP-LA
boards. This system does not use ex-

tended addressing, and is therefore

limited to a maximum of 56K bytes

of RAM.
The 69A and 69K systems are the

assembled and kit versions, respec-

tively, and use the newer MP-B3
motherboard. These systems are also

limited to 56K of RAM, but use the

newer I/O bus structure which de-

votes 16 addresses per I/O slot in-

stead of four used on 6800 systems.

For example, port 7 in the /09 system
is at address E01C (hexadecimal),

whereas in the 69K or 69A it is at ad-

dress E070. This requires that the

newer MP-S2 and MP-L2 interface

boards be used. (Older I/O boards

can be used with the new addressing

modes, but not vice versa, since the

new boards do not fit into the older

mainframes.)

Finally, the S/09 system uses the

even newer MP-MB motherboard.
I/O ports again use 16 addresses per

slot and require the newer I/O

boards; in addition, this motherboard

allows extended RAM addressing, so

that a total of 384K bytes of memory
can be used (consisting of three 128K
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RAM boards). Since the extended ad-

dress lines are placed on the bus pins

formerly used by the data rate lines,

data rate signals must be generated

separately. This system therefore has

an additional plug-in board called the

MP-ID, which contains the data rate

generator as well as a parallel output

port and interrupt timer. This board

is located at address E080.

SWTP versions of FLEX include ex-

tra code (which is only run when the

system is first booted) to test the sys-

tem and set appropriate flags to indi-

cate which system is being used.

They also check the extent of memo-
ry (including testing for extended

memory) and configure the dynamic

How Readable Is this Article?

The June 1981 issue of Kilobaud

Microcomputing had an interesting

program, written by Richard R.

Parry, for analyzing written text.

The idea is to grade an article or

other text to see how well it is writ-

ten, and how well it might be un-

derstood by the typical reader.

A similar program (though writ-

ten in assembly language and
therefore much faster, as well as

more complete) is available from
the Frank Hogg Laboratory (130

Midtown Plaza, Syracuse, NY
13210). Written by Dale Puckett,

the READTEST program is a very

useful addition for anyone who
does a lot of writing. (Dale Puckett

also wrote the ESTHER program
available from the Hogg Labora-

tory. ESTHER is similar to the

well-known ELIZA program, but

much better thanithe usual micro-

computer implementations)

.

READTEST reads a text file

from disk, and analyzes it for con-

tent. It counts the number of

words and sentences, as well as

the types of words. After comput-

ing the average sentence length

and other facts about the text,

READTEST then prints out a short

critique of how well it is written.

(Hm ... if I were an English

teacher, could I have my students

type their papers into the comput-

er, and then have the computer do

the grading? Cute idea . . .

)

To see how well this article

stacks up (in its original form, be-

fore the editors fix all my mis-

takes), I ran READTEST on it. List-

ing 3 shows the program's output,

which I'm including here without

editing. . .and without comment.

1

Number of linos 7*8
Number of words 6628
Number of sentenoes « 377
Nuabor of proper nouns • 158

Now counting personal words and affixes • • •

Nuabor of personal words a 133
Nuabor of affixes a 283*
Aversge sentenoe length 17

Based on the average sentenoe length your rsting is:

AVERAGE

Based on the nuabor of affiles your rstlng is: VERT EAST

Based on the nuabor of personal words, your rsting is: INTERESTING; similar

to aatorlal found in the digests.

Tour ovorsll readability index is: 118

This means your story is • • • EAST
READING. A fifth grader can understand it. Eighty-six percent of the

population ean handle it. It is similar to material found in paperback

fiction.

Hopefully, you %r% pleased with your rstlng. If not, why not rewrite the

story in so effort to communicate more effectively. Think short words,

short sontenoes, snd short psrsgrsphs. Do not bo discouraged. Writing

for any praotlosl purpose is s dlffloult snd elluslve srt. Remember,

Ernest Heaalngwsy often spent eight hours writing four or five hundred

words.

GOOD LUCK

Listing 3.



address translator (DAT) on the pro-

cessor board. These FLEX versions

are currently supplied by SWTP only

for newer disk controllers, and hence

the required modifications to make
them work with older disk control-

lers are described in several of the

Application Notices.

Gimix versions of FLEX are also

customized to fit their hardware.
Gimix currently has three different

disk controllers available, and so

Gimix supplies three different ver-

sions of 6809 FLEX rather than trying

to have one version support all

controllers.

The 5/8 disk controller can be used

with either 5-inch or 8-inch drives on
6809 systems, and with 5-inch drives

on 6800 systems. On 6809 systems it

can be used with two-sided drives as

well as double-track drives (which

provide 80 tracks per side), but only

in single density. This is the simplest

of Gimix' s three controllers, but un-

like some of the equivalent control-

lers of other manufacturers, this one

has a data separator and somewhat
better design. As a result it is far more
reliable and does not require periodic

disk re-reads.

The double-density programmed
I/O (PIO) controller works only with

five-inch drives on 6809 systems but

allows double-density and/or double-

sided and/or double-track operation.

On a standard drive such as a Shugart

SA-400, this controller provides 612

256-byte sectors for a total storage of

152K bytes in double density. Using

an MPI model 92 drive, on the other

hand, adds double-sided operation

plus the capability to use 80 tracks on
each side. This provides 2844 sectors

of 256 bytes each, for a total of 71 IK
per disk.

Finally, the DMA disk controller

allows all of the above options, and
uses direct memory access (DMA)
data transfer instead of programmed
I/O. The major advantage of DMA
controllers is that they allow double-

density operation on eight-inch

drives without requiring that the

CPU clock speed be raised to almost

2 MHz. Theoretically, this controller

can be used on both 6800 and 6809

systems; practically, though, only the

6809 is supported by Gimix.

For my separate 6809 system I

chose the double-density PIO con-

troller along with a pair of MPI 92

disk drives. (It is staggering to realize

that the resulting 1422K bytes of disk

storage is more than that of the IBM
1130 computer I have used at work
for the last ten years.) Though this

controller and drive combination is

more expensive than those used on

my 6800 system, I made the choice

simply because here, at last, was
something the 6809 could do that my
6800 system could not.

Although these drives use both

sides of each disk, I use standard

single-sided disks (like the Verbatim

MD-525-01) with no difficulty. In

fact, I have no trouble using some
disks that have been discarded by a

TRS-80 user because they gave him
too many errors. The Gimix control-

ler is really very reliable even on

such unusable disks.

The Gimix version of FLEX in-

cludes a number of extra utilities

that are supplied by Gimix for their

systems, such as commands to set

and read the clock chip which is

available on Gimix boards, or pro-

vide data to the arithmetic chip

which is also on some processor

boards. But it is the FLEX extensions

that are most interesting.

DISCOUNT
WE CARRY THE FULL

LINE OF TRS-80's

MODEL II

26-4002 64K I Drive $3288
Ask About Hard Drives

MODEL III

26-1062 16K $849
26-1066 48K with

2 Drives, RS232 $2069

TM TANDY CORPORATION
FREE COPY OF WARRANTY UPON REQUEST

BUY DIRECT
AT WHOLESALE PRICES

1-800-841-0860
COLOR COMPUTER
26-3001 4K $318
26-3002 16K Ext. Basic $488
26-3003 32K Ext. Basic $578

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
MICRO MANAGEMENT

SYSTEMS. INC. ^ too

DEPT NO. 7
11 5C SECOND AVE. S.W.

CAIRO. GA. 31728

USA 800-841 -0860

GA. 912-3777120

MOVING?
Let us know 8 weeks in advance so that you won't
miss a single issue of Kilobaud Microcomputing.
Attach old label where indicated and print new address

in space provided. Also include your mailing label

whenever you write concerning your subscription. It

helps us serve you promptly.

Ifyou have no label handy, print OLD address here.

an

><
Address

t City. State

print NEW address here:

Address change only

D Extend subscription

Enter new subscription

D 1 year $25.00

D Payment enclosed

(1 extra BONUS issue)

D Bill me later

Name Call

Address

State.

Kilobaud Microcomputing P.O. Box 997 •Farmingdale NY 11737
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Instead of a NEWDISK utility,

Gimix supplies a FORMAT program
to format a blank disk. It prompts for

a number of options, including sin-

gle- or double-density operation, sin-

gle or double sides, and the number
of tracks to be formatted. This latter

option is especially handy if you just

need a few tracks for a temporary
file, since formatting can take a long
time for an 80-track, double-sided
disk.

Another useful utility called SET-
UP is used to modify various drive

parameters. As supplied, FLEX as-

sumes that slow drives (having slow
track-to-track movement) are used,
but the SETUP utility can be used to

change the speed at which FLEX
moves the head to match the drive

used. This is particularly handy
when several different drives are
used, some slow and some fast. An-
other function is to tell FLEX how
many drives are actually on the sys-

tem, so that the system does not hang
up if a nonexistent drive is specified
in a command.
80-track drives are normally in-

compatible with 40-track drives, but
Gimix FLEX can be configured to

skip alternate tracks so that an
80-track drive can read or write a
40-track disk. This makes it possi-

ble to interchange disks with systems
using other types of drives and
controllers.

There is only one disadvantage I

can think of in having so much disk
storage (aside from the fact that one

gets very sloppy when there is so
much empty room). Since it is possi-

ble to put hundreds of files on one
disk, the directory grows large too.

On FLEX, the directory starts on
track 0, and so directory accesses are
fast when the directory is small. But
once there are more than a few dozen
entries, the directory is continued on
inner tracks, with the result that each
directory read or write—of which
there are many in normal operation-
involves extensive head movement.
This can slow down operation

quite a bit. Fortunately, Gimix sup-
plies an EXTEND utility to extend
the directory size. When used on a
new, freshly-formatted disk, EX-
TEND adds up to ten more sectors to

the directory. Since these new sectors

SWTP Application Notices

The 6809 system takes just a few
paragraphs to describe, but in

reaJiry it took months of ex-
perimenting to figure it out. And
then I discovered that SWTP had
issued some Application Notices
describing this fix, as well as other
fixes, and that I could have saved
myself all this work if I had known
about them.
Since I have discovered many

other SWTP owners who do not
know about these notes, here is a
listing of what is available at the
time of writing, though more Ap-
plication Notices will probably ex-

ist by the time this appears in

print. As I have been unable to get

an index or the notes themselves
from SWTP, I suspect that you will

have to contact your local SWTP
dealer for a copy.
Many of the changes or sugges-

tions have been included with
systems shipped after the date of
the note, so even if a note applies
to your equipment, it may not be
necessary to get it unless the prob-
lem exits.

AN-101 (11-15-79). S/09 memory
tests booting DMAF disks and
system jumpers.
AN- 102 11-21-79). Using the

DMF-2 controller on 6800 sys-

tems, or with Calcomp 143 drives.

AN-103B (10-31-80). Notes on
using the CDS-1 hard disk.

AN-104 (12-13-79). Modifying
the MP-09 CPU board into an MP-

09A board. If your CPU board
works, then it has already been
modified.

AN-105 (12-13-79). Notes on us-
ing the MP-09 or MP-09A CPU
board in 6800 or /09 mainframes.
AN- 106 (12-14-79). Using the

DC-2 disk controller on MP-B3 or
MP-MB motherboards.
AN-107 (1-2-80). Differences be-

tween SWTP 6809 systems, and
patches to FLEX 9 versions 2.4 and
2.5.

AN-108 (1-8-80). Modifying the
MP-S serial I/O board for printer
handshaking.
AN-109 (1-8-80). 6809 software

notes for the MP-R programmer.
AN-110A (2-14-80). How to use

the Centronics 704 printer with
SWTP computers.

AN-111 (1-23-80). More patches
to FLEX versions 2.4 and 2.5 and
notes on maximum file size.

AN-112 (1-25-80). Using serial

printers with Multi User BASIC.
AN-113 (2-26-80). Using FLEX

version 2.6 with the MP-B3
motherboard.
AN-114A (9-8-80). DMF2 con-

troller address decoding, and
operation with UNIFLEX.
AN-115 (4-25-80). Adjustments

for Zenith monitors in some
CT-82s.

AN-116A (7-2-80). Using the
SWTP Editor with printer spool-
ing, etc.

AN-117 (5-7-80). Modifying the
6800 MP-A CPU board for use
with the DMF2 disk controller.

AN-118 (5-19-80). Notes on us-

ing the MP-S2 serial interface.

AN-119 (5-23-80). Testing 128K
RAM boards with SBUG.
AN-120 (7-16-81). Unpacking

and packing QUME eight-inch
drives.

AN-121 (7-24-81). Notes on the
CDS-1 hard disk.

AN-122A (11-14-80). Updating
S/09 systems to work with FLEX
or UNIFLEX. Updates MP-09
CPU board to revision C, MP-MP
motherboard to revision A, and
MP-ID board to revision C.
AN-123 (10-16-80). Patches to

FLEX version 2.6 for Shugart
drives.

AN-124 (10-21-80). Operating
the S/09 at 2 MHz.
AN-125A (1-8-81). Using FLEX

version 2.7 with the DC-2, DC-3
and DMF1 controllers, and Shu-
gart or Calcomp drives.

AN-126 (11-6-80). Using the
Centronics 737-1 printer.

AN- 127 (12-10-80). Modifying
the MP-09 and MP-09 CPU boards.
AN- 128 (12-11-80). Modifying

the CDS-1 power supply.

AN-129 (1-23-81). Modifying
128K RAM boards for 2 MHz
operation.

AN-130 (2-17-81). Modifying
69/A and 69/K computers for 2
MHz operation.

I found several of the above
notes useful, especially AN- 127
that told me how to fix my MP-09
processor board. Also useful was
AN-109, which provided informa-
tion on using my MP-R 2716 pro-
grammer on the 6809 system.
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SINGLE BOARD
COMPUTER
$49.95

The MASTER CONTROLLER
BOARD contains:

Z-80 Microprocessor: will run
8080/8085 and Z-80 programs.

72 - Parallel I/O lines; three 8255s
Keyboard controller: 8279
(also can control a 16 digit

seven segment display)

12K - EPROM: three sockets for

2708,2716,2732,
2K-RAM: 2114s
8 - Sixteen bit counter timer

channels: one 8253 and one
AMD 9513

2 - Serial I/O ports; one Z-80 SIO
chip. One port has an RS-232
interface and connector.

1 - High speed arithmetic
processor: AMD 951 1 or
AMD 9512
All the I/O chips are memory
mapped AND I/O mapped. A
bus expansion connector is

provided. Can be operated on
5 volts only.

All this on one board less than
nine inches on a side

Only three LSI chips (Z-80, 8255,
and EPROM) plus support gates
and buffers are required for a

working controller.

BARE BOARD $49.95
With documentation.

MINIMUM KIT $99.95 Includes bare
board with documentation, one each
Z-80, 8255, 2708, two 2114s, and
support gates and buffers, all socketed.

MONITOR $39.95 This program allows

a TTY or CRT to control the MASTER
CONTROLLER. This program requires
the minimum kit and monitor parts kit.

A programmed 2708 is supplied with
the MONITOR.

MONITOR PARTS $54.95
Includes 8253. Z-80 SIO, 1488, 1489,

and connector.

POWER SUPPLY $39.95 +5V1A, -5V
V4A, +12V%A,-12V'/4A

POWER SUPPLY $44.95 +5V 2A, other-

wise same as above.

Please include $2 postage and handling.

OEM and dealer inquiries invited.

VISA and MASTER CARD accepted.

R.W. ELECTRONICS ^390
3165 North Clybourn
Chicago, IL 60618
(31 2) "248-2480

are on track 1, the disk head need

move at most one track to get from

the beginning of the directory to the

end. Quite a difference.

6809 Advantages over the 6800

Having gone to a lot of effort to

build a 48K 6809 system in addition

to my present 50K 6800 system, there

is the inevitable question of which I

prefer.

The 6809 is potentially more pow-

erful, but not without quite a bit of

additional expense.

In the hardware area, my 6809 has

about IV2 million bytes of storage

with two disk drives. That could not

be achieved with five-inch drives on

my 6800 at all.

The real potential of the 6809, of

course, is in the software. Until re-

cently, most 6809 software was sim-

ply reassembled from original 6800

source code, and thus had very little

advantage over the 6800. For exam-

ple, I recently wrote a spelling-cor-

rection program called Magic Spell in

6800 code, and then reassembled it

for the 6809. The 6809 version runs

10 or 20 percent faster, hardly enough
to make much difference.

Now, however, more and more
software is being developed strictly

for the 6809. Though the change can

be seen in all sorts of application

software, it is most apparent in sys-

tem software such as disk operating

systems.

Though FLEX is by far the most

popular, it does not really differ

much from its 6800 version. But

there are two other disk operating

systems which run specifically on
6809 systems.

For big-system users (more than

64K) there is UniFLEX from Tech-

nical Systems Consultants (Box 2570,

West Lafayette, IN 47906). This DOS
is based on the famous UNIX system

developed at Bell Laboratories, and is

extremely capable. It is, however,

definitely not for the small user. Not

only is a very large amount of memo-
ry required, but the UniFLEX man-
ual even suggests that each UniFLEX
installation requires a system
manager to oversee it, and larger in-

stallations may even require two
such persons.

A much more accessible DOS for

the small user (though very usable

on large systems as well) is OS-9

from Microware Systems Corp.

(5835 Grand, Des Moines, IA
50312). OS-9 is actually available in

two versions—Level 1 for systems

under 64K, and Level 2 for systems

over 64K.

Both UniFLEX and OS-9 support

multitasking and multi-user soft-

ware, which makes them ideal for

the business user who may want to

have several operators working on

the same data files.

From the viewpoint of the hobbyist

or personal computer user, their ad-

vantage is less clear. While it might

sometimes be convenient to do two

things at the same time (edit an article

while running a big BASIC program,

for instance), this is not so important

to the small user.

A major disadvantage— at least

from my point of view— is cost.

Switching to a new DOS such as Uni-

FLEX or OS-9 obsoletes all existing

software. The cost of converting to

either UniFLEX or OS-9, including a

new DOS, BASIC interpreter, editor,

assembler, text processor and per-

haps other software as well, is in the

area of $1000.

Perhaps that explains why I decid-

ed to keep my 6800 system and build

a separate 6809 system. The two sys-

tems give me the capability of run-

ning two programs at the same time,

and do it more cheaply than com-
pletely switching to the 6809 and get-

ting an advanced DOS. This way I

have multitasking, multiprocessing,

and multiprogramming (multi- being

defined as two-).

Besides, I like the 6800.

68xx Bulletin Boards

There are currently three 68xx-

based computer bulletin boards

that I know of:

904-477-8783 in Pensacola, FL,

is run by Don Wright, and uses a

tape-based 6800 system. Runs
close to 24 hours a day.

215-435-3388 in Allentown, PA,

is run by Lehigh Press, and uses a

disk-based 6809 system. Also 24

hours a day.

914-241-0287 in Mt. Kisco, NY,
runs on either my 6800 or my 6809
system, whichever is free at the

time. This number is answered
either by me or an answering

machine during the day; the

bulletin board program runs even-

ings, usually until around mid-

night. If you have any comments
or suggestions for future articles,

that's a good way of getting them
to me.
See you next time.
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